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The present research aims to present and reflect from the results obtained through a pedagogical process developed with students of Arts and Drama degree of the Arts Institute of UNESP. The goal of the study consists of the relation between the hearing process abilities stimulation and the auditory perception of the own speech. This way, it will be verified if as long as the hearing process abilities and related processes are stimulated the auditory perception is modified concerning the significant resources used during a dramatic reading recording made by five drama students. In order to complement the data set to be analyzed, survey answers about the hearing behavior and related ones were included and applied at the beginning of the research and other ones six months after the end of the research as well as information related to significant proposal elaboration to a dramatic reading. The students were analyzed individually and the results indicated the plurality of answers among them, which allowed us to reflect on the pedagogical process of each one from several comparative relations. Although the students have proposed to the dramatic reading many significant resources related to their emotion and to their intention, only few recognized, aurally, during the recording made at the beginning of this research. Based on results like this one, it was possible to relate what was proposed to the dramatic reading to what was understood in both auditory perceptive analysis made at the beginning and at the end of the research by the students. So, it allowed us to infer proposal conclusions which we would like to emphasize the recognition of how much we integrate the action of making oral sounds to the action of feeling something could be relevant to actresses and actors in order to make them more aware of increasing the consistence of auditory perception of significant resources related to the emotion and intention which they are only used to propose and not to hear. At the end of the research, we recognized it would not be worth making it if we could not modify ourselves each day.